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Ultimate Kitchen has announced the release of a new Vacuum sealer bag. It joins
their wide range of Kitchen products.

(Newswire.net -- January 14, 2017) Coeur d'Alene, Idaho -- For the past few years,
Ultimate Kitchen has been offering a wide range of kitchen products built for convenience
in the kitchen. The firm has been expanding the range of products it offers around the
world as a result of the popularity of Amazon as a great distribution site with its shipping
policy.

Ultimate Kitchen has announced the release of a new Vacuum sealer bag. The vacuum
sealer bags are just one among many of the products being provided by Ultimate Kitchen.

Other notable Ultimate Kitchen products include: sink soap dispenser, chef knives, food storage vacuum sealers and
baking mats, to just name but a few.

The Ultimate Kitchen’s decision to use Amazon as its distribution choice was due to its ease of distribution of online
goods around the world. Amazon has a nice policy of shipping goods and is widely accepted around the globe.
Ultimate Kitchen has been using Amazon for many years and its efficiency in delivering products to its clients helps the
company reach far away customers. The vacuum sealer bag is exclusively being sold on Amazon.

The recently released Ultimate Kitchen vacuum sealer bag is present on Amazon and features a durable multi-ply
design. The product controls portions placed in it for a better lifestyle. The vacuum sealer bag doesn’t leak, and it's
dishwasher safe. Another feature of the vacuum sealer bag is that it is resistant to insects.

Similar to other Ultimate Kitchen products, the new vacuum sealer bags are made to meet varying customer demands
by having user friendly features. The extent of these features are highlighted in a video about the vacuum sealer bag
set on Youtube. The director of operations, Cassie Clark, said, “Our goal is to ensure that every Ultimate Kitchen
product that we create meets customer needs. We don’t want to simply create products just for the sake, our aim is to
ensure that our products are embraced worldwide and are of great help to our users.”

In addition, she added, “We don’t just create the product and leave the customer in anguish of how to use or apply it.
That’s why all of our products come with an instruction manual and they are safe to use as they are BPA free vacuum
sealer bags. When you read reviews of buyers of our products on Amazon, you will note how supportive our customer
care is and the 5 star rating that we get”. 

The Ultimate Kitchen’s Vacuum sealer bags give the ability to prepare meals for the week in advance and it’s of an
ideal size for a family meal. The vacuum sealer bag is also dishwasher safe. The durable multiply design doesn’t leak
and is freezer safe. This product can be acquired on Amazon at just $29.99.

About Ultimate Home

Ultimate Kitchen branded products are a part of the Ultimate Home collection of high quality kitchen products ranging
from sink soap dispensers, kitchen faucets, chef knives, and food vacuum sealers. Ultimate Kitchen products are
available at Amazon.com and Walmart.com

Ultimate Home

2101 Lakewood Drive 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814
United States
support@ultimate-kitchen.com
http://ultimate-kitchen.com
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